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ON MICHALEK'S FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
F R A N C I S C O G A L L E G O L U P I Á Ň E Z 
The aim of this paper is to study some properties of Michalek's fuzzy topology which 
are quite different of the classic properties of the Chang's topology. 
The first notion of fuzzy topological space has been defined by C. L. Chang, in 
1968. This definition is the natural translation to fuzzy sets of the ordinary definition 
of topological space. Indeed, a fuzzy topology (in the Chang's sense) is a family T 
of fuzzy sets in X, such that T is closed with respect to arbitrary union and finite 
intersection, and empty subset, and the whole set X belong to T [2]. In the paper 
[3] J. Michalek defined and studied another concept of fuzzy topological space which 
is quite different of the classic C. L. Chang's definition. The aim of our paper is 
to show the divergences between these two kinds of fuzzy topological spaces. This 
study has been suggested by C. K. Wong in his review of the J. Michalek paper. 
They are other kinds of fuzzy topology define in last decades (Lowen, Hohle, 
Sostak, Kotze, Kubiak, etc.) but I shall not study these other concepts. 
Definition 1. (Michalek [3]) Let X be a non-empty set, let V{X) be the system 
of all subsets of the set X, and let T be the system of all fuzzy sets in X. A pair 
{X, u) is called fuzzy topological space supposing that u is a mapping from V{X) 
into T satisfying the following three axioms: 
1. if A C X, then uA{x) = 1 for all x e A, 
2. if A C X contains at most one element, then uA{x) = XA{X), where XA 1s the 
characteristic function of the set A, 
3. if Ai C X, A2 C X, then u{Ai U A2){x) = max{uAi{x), uA2{x)}. 
R e m a r k 1. All non-empty set has trivially a fuzzy topological structure in the 
Michalek's sense. 
P r o o f . Let X be a non-empty set. We define u : V{X) —> T, as uA = XA-
Then (X, u) is a Michalek's fuzzy topological space. • 
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Definition 2. (Michalek [3]) Let (X,u) be a Michalek's fuzzy topological space. 
A subset A C X is called to be fuzzy closed (in the Michalek sense) if XA(~) > 
min{uA(x), uAc(x)} for all x G X (He has proved that this is equivalent to be 
uA = XA)-
Remark 2. X is fuzzy closed set in every Michalek's fuzzy topological space (X, u). 
P r o o f . min{izX(x), uX c(x)} = min{uX(x), u(j)(x)} = mm{uX(x), 0} = 0 < 
Xx (
x)> f° r all x e X. • 
Definition 3. (Chang [2]) Let X and Y be two sets and let tp be a map from X 
to Y. Let / i b e a fuzzy set in F , then the inverse of /i written as (IO~
1(/i), is defined 
by ip~l(ii)(x) = n(<p(x)) for all x in X. Conversely, if v is a fuzzy set in X, the 
image of i/, written as y)(v), is a fuzzy set in Y given by 
, w x f suP*ev>-My)Mz)}> i f ^ _ 1 ( y ) / ^ 
I 0, otherwise. 
We will use the above definition for to introduce an important concept on Michalek's 
fuzzy topological spaces. 
Definition 4. Let (X, u) and (F, v) be two Michalek's fuzzy topological spaces and 
let (p be a map from X to Y. We will say that (p is compatible with w and v if, for 
all B G P ( F ) , we have that u(<p~l(B)) = ip~l(vB). 
Proposition 1. Let (X,w) and (Y,v) be two Michalek's fuzzy topological spaces, 
and let ip : X —> Ybea compatible map with u and i>, then for every fuzzy closed 
(in the Michalek's sense) C in (Y,v), we have that <p~l(C) is fuzzy closed in (X,u). 
P r o o f . C is fuzzy closed in (Y,v) if, and only if, v(C) = xc- Then, for all x G X, 
we have 
f 1, if ip(x) G C 
u(<p-l(C))(x) = (vC)(<p(x)) = \ 
[ 0, if </?(x) f C 
i.e. ii((^"1(C)) = x<p-l(C) and ip~l(C) is fuzzy closed in (X,u). • 
Definition 5. (Michalek [3]) Let (X,u) be a Michalek's fuzzy topological space, 
and if A C X , let //^o and //^^ the fuzzy sets given by IJ.A0(X) = 1 — (uAc)(x) and 
V>OA(~) = min{uA(x), uAc(x)}. The subset A is called to be fuzzy open (in the 
Michalek's sense) if for every x G X, min{xA(^)j ^OA(X)} = 0. (He has proved that 
this is equivalent to be //>io = XA, or the set Ac is fuzzy closed). 
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Proposition 2. Let (X,u) and (Y,v) be two Michalek's fuzzy topological spaces, 
and let (p : X —•> Y be a compatible map with u and v, then for every fuzzy open 
(in the Michalek's sense) A in (Y,v), we have that ip~l(A) is fuzzy open in (X,u). 
P r o o f . A is fuzzy open in (Y,v) if and only if Ac is fuzzy closed in (Y,i>), this 
yield that <p~l(Ac) = ((p~x(A))c is fuzzy closed in (X,u), and <p~l(A) is fuzzy open 
in (X,u). • 
Definition 6. (Michalek [3]) Let (X, u) be a Michalek's fuzzy topological space, a 
subset U C X is called to be fuzzy neighbourhood of an element a e X if u{a}(x) < 
liu°(x) for every x £ X. 
A family S(a) C V(X) is called a system of fuzzy neighbourhoods of a, if: 
1. E(a) # <£, 
2. a G v for every v € £(a), 
3. if x ^ a, then there exists U G S(a) such that x eUc, 
4. if v, V G S(a), then there exists W € S(a) such that W CUnV. 
Proposition 3. Let (X,u) be a Michalek's fuzzy topological space and let o £ l . 
Then, the set 
S(a) = {A C X | A is fuzzy open in (X,u), and uAc(a) = 0} 
is a system of fuzzy neighbourhoods of a. 
P r o o f . 
1. Xc = <f>, then uXc(a) = 0. 
For each z € X, we have that (1 — uXc)(z) = (1 — u<j>)(z) = 1, thus 1 — uXc = 
Xx and X is fuzzy open in (X,u). So, X 6 S(a). 
2. For every A G «S(a), 1 — uA c = XA and (iMc)(a) = 0, then XA(O) = 1 and 
aG A. 
3. If x ^ a, let t! = x\{x}, then x G Uc. We have 1 - uUc = 1 - u{x} = 
1 - X{x} = X{X} = Xu, and uU
c(a) = u{x}(a) = X{x}(a) = 0. Then U G S(a). 
4. If U,V G s(a), then 1 - uvc = xu, 1 - uV"c = xv and uUc(a) = uVc(a) = 0. 
Thus, 
(i-u(unv)c)(z) = i-u(unv)c(z) = i-u(ucuvc)(z) 
= l-max{uUc(z),uVc(z)} 
0, if uUc(z) or «Yc(z) = 1(&Z<IU oxz$V) 
i, if uvc(z) = uVc(z) = 0(&zeunv) = 1
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then, 1 - u(U n V)c = xunv 
u(U H V)c(a) = u(Uc U Vc)(a) = max{u[/c(a), uVc(a)} = 0. So, U n V G 5(a). 
• 
Definition 7. Let (X,w) be a Michalek's fuzzy topological space and let a G X. 
We will say that 5(a) = {A C X | A is fuzzy open in (X, u), and uAc(a) = 0} is the 
system of fuzzy open neighbourhoods of a. 
Proposition 4. Let (X, u) and (Y,v) be two Michalek's fuzzy topological spaces 
and let ip : X —> Y be a compatible map with u and v, then for each a G X and for 
each V" G 5(<p(a)), there exists c7 G 5(a) such that </>(c7) C V. 
P r o o f . V G S((p(a)) if and only if V is fuzzy open in (Y,v) and (i;Vrc)(<rO(a)) = 
= 0. Then (p~l(V) is fuzzy open in (X,u) and w<^"1(Vr)c(a) = u(p~1(Vc)(a) = 
(p~l(vVc)(a) = vVc((p(a)) = 0. So ^ ( V ) G 5(a) and it is (p((p~l(V)) CV. • 
Remark 3. J. Michalek uses his fuzzy topological space (X, u) for to define certain 
topological spaces: let (X, u) be a Michalek's fuzzy topological space, for every 
A C X, he takes vA = {x G X \ uA(x) > 0} and he proves that (X, v) is a 
topological space. 
It is necessary to remark that, in Michalek's sense, a "topological space" is a cou-
ple (X, v) supposing that v is a mapping of V(X) into itself satisfying the following 
two axioms: 
I. if A C X contains at most one element, then vA = A ; 
II. if Ax C X, A2 C X, then v(Ax U A2) = vAi U vA2. 
Then, this closure operator is not a topological closure operator (in the Kura-
towski's sense), because is not necessarily idempotent. 
This fact motives the surprising properties of Michalek's fuzzy topological spaces, 
for example: all compatible map verifies that the preimage of every fuzzy open is 
fuzzy open, and this is an obstacle for a straight definition of continuity of maps 
between these fuzzy topological spaces. 
Nevertheless the Michalek's fuzzy topological spaces are interesting because they 
have applications to probability theory [3, Theorem 5]. 
Remark 4. Using the Chang's concept of topology we can assign to each ordinary 
subset A in X the fuzzy closure of its characteristic function XA , which is the least 
closed fuzzy set in X containing XA- Let us define an operator u : V(X) -> T as, 
A = XA- Clearly it is not a fuzzy closure operator in the sense of Michalek, because 
the demand 2 of Definition 1 is not verified. Nevertheless, in the paper [3], he defined 
also certain "generalized fuzzy topological spaces" in which demand 2 is dropped. 
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